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Executive Summary

As customers and employees increasingly shift to
smartphones or tablets as the first device they pick up to
access information, the demands on development teams
are evolving rapidly. Traditional approaches to web content
and applications make it difficult to support a wide range of
devices, operating systems, and form factors. As a result,
digital delivery teams are experimenting with a number of
different options to add support for new devices, including
native mobile applications, specialized mobile websites, and
hybrid mobile apps.

Over the past two years, many digital delivery organizations
have increasingly focused on using a responsive approach
that adapts web content to different devices on demand,
based on their screen size and rendering capabilities. As
2013 drew to a close, Moovweb commissioned Forrester
Research to evaluate the results of various leading mobile
development and deployment strategies in major US
enterprises. Forrester’s research included surveys with IT
and business leaders on their real-world results — including
project expectations, timelines, budgets, and actual results.
This study presents the trends and truths, with a look to the
future of mobile strategy, as evidenced across the surveyed
enterprise projects.

KEY FINDINGS

Forrester’s study yielded four key findings:

› HTML5 is gaining traction as a preferred mobile
development approach. HTML5 has established itself as
the most popular and suitable technology for enterprise
mobile site and app development. The challenges and
costs associated with other mobile development
approaches coupled with the proliferation of devices and
mobile platforms make an HTML5-based approach best
for maximizing reach and development agility.

› Tactical adoption of responsive web design (RWD) is
high. RWD and the adoption of responsive frameworks
have become increasingly common in enterprise web
shops, but firms are by no means wedded to RWD or any
other current mobile development approach. Web
development shops are still seeking a strategic,
maintainable methodology that addresses the business
realities of long-term mobile development and delivery.

› A mobile strategy that builds on existing investments
pays off best. For enterprise mobile projects, a failure to

leverage existing engineering skill sets and existing back-
end systems has been observed to correlate with results
that are over-budget, feature-compromised, and/or of
unsatisfactory quality. While it’s tempting to bypass
existing technology and skill sets with a standalone
mobile solution, the early speed this tactic may offer can
result in integration challenges once teams move beyond
the mobile client to the core components of their
applications and sites.

› Tactical approaches to mobile development will yield
to strategic solutions in 2014. Experimental, tactical,
and outsourced solutions are falling away as enterprises
seek to replace them with practical, effective, and
strategic solutions to deliver mobile experiences in 2014
and beyond.
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Mobile: New Devices And Use Cases
Demand New Development And
Delivery Methodologies

The numbers are staggering. There are now almost 1.5
billion smartphone in use and by 2017 it’s projected that
usage will increase to over 3 billion devices worldwide. And
as customers increasingly pick up their smartphone first
when they browse the Web, their expectations from the
brands they engage with shift. Customers expect a
personalized experience on a personal device. They’ve
already been conditioned to think that way by mobile apps
that capture their information. If popular apps can capture
their location and dispatch transportation then why can’t an
insurance company provide them with critical health
information when they’re standing in a doctor’s office? Why
can’t many of the companies they deal with even provide a
website that’s usable on their brand new phablet? 1

Your customers are shifting to a mobile-first mindset and
browsing sites with a wide range of devices. Businesses
must deliver a compelling mobile experience to retain a
sustainable competitive advantage through the mobile shift.
But providing a personalized experience across multiple
digital channels is easier said than done. Most digital
organizations struggle with a set of four challenges that
hamper their ability to deliver an effective experience:

› Obsolete architecture. Most existing websites were built
for large display screens and high-bandwidth connected
networks or always on Wi-Fi. As a result, mobile devices
on variable bandwidth 3G and 4G connections fail on
sites heavy with JavaScript or Flash.

› Aging infrastructure. Many existing websites are years
old and use content management systems that were not
designed to integrate well with mobile device and tablets.
Other sites built on web portal technology don’t fare much
better.

› Slow delivery cadence. It used to be that PC browsers
evolved at glacial speed. HTML 4.01 was old but stable
and there were few platforms to develop and test your
sites with. But with customers replacing their phones
every two years on most companies are finding that their
current delivery pace simply can’t keep up with all the new
browsers that customers are using.

› New HTML5 and device capabilities. Issues with speed
of delivery and number of browsers to test and support

are made worse by the constant evolution of web
browsers. It seems like every few weeks new versions
turn on some new CSS module or add support for an
additional HTML5 specification. Additionally, mobile
devices themselves introduce a set of new data that are
increasing supported by browsers (mobile Web) and are
already common in apps, including geo-coordinates, push
notifications, and built-in cameras for photos and video.
Most digital groups struggle to understand all these new
capabilities, let alone take advantage of them.

It’s tempting to avoid legacy web challenges by focusing on
mobile with a completely new technology stack and a
separate design team, but that makes it difficult to provide
consistent access to information and customer history
across all digital channels. This approach might be
minimally disruptive to an existing web team, but it’s
expensive and creates multiple organizational silos, with
overlapping skills and technology. What’s worse, it gets
more and more expensive as devices, operating systems,
and versions proliferate.

An alternative approach that’s gaining increasing popularity
among forward-looking digital groups is to keep a unified
site that employs a responsive approach. In a responsive
approach, the site detects how much display area it has and
then adjusts the content displayed based on element
priority, size, and the customer’s context. While there are
still challenges with the responsive approach, there’s no
doubt it’s gaining steam in the web design community.
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Implementing A Responsive
Approach: Opportunities And
Challenges

It’s no surprise that digital groups are investing in spinning
up and responsive techniques. Awareness is high, and it’s
hard to find a web design guru who’s not writing or blogging
about the virtues of a responsive approach. In order to
gauge the actual state of adoption, Forrester surveyed 146
executives and managers responsible for web development,
eCommerce, or the digital channel. Survey respondents
were from medium and large businesses and represent a
range of North American industry segments.

It’s clear that responsive web design is a leading technique
as the firms we surveyed pivot toward supporting mobile
devices and tablets (see Figure 1). A responsive web

design (RWD) approach and use of HTML5 were tied as the
most frequently used technique or methodology among
survey respondents (see Figure 2). That’s more popular
than mobile app frameworks (25%) and even native app
development (17%). It’s also apparent that survey
participants tend to stick with a responsive approach once
they pick it up — there’s not much difference between firms
that are learning with the first mobile project and those that
have already deployed one or more mobile projects (45%
versus 42%). While experienced shops tend to add
additional infrastructure elements like content management
systems, custom web services, and advanced HTML5
elements they start with, and stick with a responsive
approach.

But what exactly is responsive web design (RWD) and why
is it gaining so much traction with web design and
development teams? In a responsive approach, a website

FIGURE 1
Responsive Web Design Is A Leading Technology As Firms Pivot Toward Mobile

Base: 146 US IT Managers
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Moovweb, October 2013
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mobile or tablet websites and apps?”
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responds to the device and browser that is displaying it.
This might include adjusting the size of images to fit in a
smaller space, or changing the structure of the site from a
three-column layout to a one-column layout to minimize
panning and scrolling on a smaller mobile phone screen.
From a technical perspective, responsive design employs
fluid, proportion-based grids, flexible images and CSS3
media queries to adjust on the fly to different devices and
display sizes.

So why is a responsive approach so popular across the
board?

› It’s easier to apply existing web skills to a responsive
approach. One of the biggest problems in making the
mobile shift is that in-house developers lack mobile skills.
That’s especially true when it comes to native application
development or with hybrid containers like Apache
Cordova/PhoneGap. In comparison, shops are more likely
to already have existing skills with HTML, CSS, and
JavaScript in house (see Figure 3).

› Responsive frameworks ease the HTML5 adoption
curve. Many firms adopt a responsive approach by using
a prebuilt responsive framework like Bootstrap,
Foundation, or Skeleton. These frameworks make the
process of transitioning to a responsive approach less
onerous, as developers spend less time building and
maintaining basic site infrastructure and can spend more
time developing unique styles and content for display.

› Traditional content management approaches lag. In
conversations with digital leaders we’ve frequently
encountered frustration with the state of their content
management efforts, the ongoing cost of maintenance,
and the difficultly of refocusing on a mobile first strategy.
Many content management solutions also lag when it
comes to support for new elements of HTML5 that
modern browsers support.

FIGURE 2
Adoption Of HTML5 And Responsive Design Is
High

Base: 146 US IT managers
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on
behalf of Moovweb, October 2013
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FIGURE 3
In-House Native And Hybrid Development Skills
Remain In Short Supply

Base: Learning: 22 US IT managers currently planning/starting first
mobile project who believe their users would rate the performance and
speed of their app as “Good” or “Excellent”; Experienced or Expert: 89
US IT managers who have deployed one or more mobile sites or apps
who believe their users would rate the performance and speed of their app
as “Good” or “Excellent”
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on
behalf of Moovweb, October 2013
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› Platform fragmentation and innovation make an
“officially supported” approach impractical. Ten years
ago, a digital strategy meant supporting one or two
browsers and one or two operating systems. Today,
developers test against an average of five browsers and
support multiple operating systems on a myriad of
devices. For mobile devices in particular, fragmentation of
device, operating system version, browser type, and
screen size mean that the flexibility of a responsive
approach pays off in quicker support for a broader range
of devices.

The value of a responsive approach isn’t just technical.
When we asked survey respondents about project delivery,
it was apparent that responsive design projects were less
subject to poor scoping than projects that used HTML5 only
(see Figure 4). Sixteen of twenty-seven HTML5-only
projects took more time to deliver than planned, an average
of 59% compared to 40% overall for survey participants and
41% for responsive design projects. At the same time, more
than one in three projects delivered on time and on budget
when using a responsive approach compared to just one
project out of twenty-seven that used HTML5 only.
Additionally, it’s interesting to note that six HTML5-only

projects actually over-scoped their efforts. The wide
variance in project outcomes leads us to conclude that the
newness, complexity, and rate of change in HTML5 make it
difficult for managers to accurately estimate project tasks. At
the same time, while an RWD approach seems to reduce
the wide variance in scoping, it doesn’t eliminate it, as
barely one in three RWD shops delivered on time and on
budget. Our take? A better, more predictable approach is
still needed.

RESPONSIVE WEB DESIGN ALONE IS NOT ENOUGH

While RWD has real benefits for mobile engagement, it’s
not a silver bullet. Survey respondents who use an RWD
approach or a responsive framework still face several key
challenges to their digital delivery efforts:

› RWD only addresses part of the problem. When we
asked survey respondents how their time is spent on
projects across different architecture tiers, the aggregate
response was that over 70% of their time is spent behind
the client — on APIs, middleware, DBMS integration, and
infrastructure. And it doesn’t seem like an RWD approach
does much to change this (see Figure 5). In part that’s
because RWD is mainly a design methodology. It focuses

FIGURE 4
Correctly Scoping Mobile Projects Is A Challenge For Most Development Teams

Base: 146 US IT managers
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Moovweb, October 2013
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attention on flexible clients, but offers teams minimal
guidance when it comes to improving flexibility at the
business logic level of mobile applications.

› Frameworks trade flexibility for predictability.
Adopters of a responsive approach see greater project
predictability, but that can come at the cost of project
flexibility. Frameworks typically tend to operate around
configuration or convention; they are designed to do
certain things very well (e.g., automate setting
breakpoints), but become restrictive once you move
outside their design sweet spot. We see this reflected in
the results of projects that employ responsive framework
in our survey (see Figure 6). Only 14% of responsive
project blew their budgets — well below the average. But
37% had to cut scope to deliver on budget, which is
significantly higher than the average. Our take on this
difference — projects that use responsive frameworks
adapt what they deliver to hit the design parameters of the
framework they employ.

› Responsive framework functionality is still evolving
quickly. When we asked survey respondents where they
had to make scoping concessions during their project, it
was good to see the fewer adopters of responsive
frameworks had to make scope cuts at the client UI or
feature level compared to those who were using a native

mobile approach (see Figure 7). But responsive
framework adopters were more likely to make
concessions in the test-and-fix cycle. While this could be
due to a longer rollout period to get responsive
frameworks up and running, we think that it has more to
do with the rapid evolution of the current frameworks, and
the challenge of working with code that is virtually hot off
the developers IDE.

› It takes time to refit a responsive approach onto an
existing site. Shops that we’ve spoken with that are
taking a responsive approach describe how hard it is to fit
a responsive framework on top of an existing website. As
a result, many teams take a divide-and-conquer approach
that focuses responsive efforts on smartphones and
tablets while keeping their existing sites as is. Although
the long-term plan for most is to replace the existing site
with the new responsive design, the planning horizon is
often measured in years, not months.

FIGURE 6
Projects That Used Responsive Frameworks
Delivered On Time, But Often Cut Scope To Do So

Base: RF: 35 US IT managers using a responsive framework; Column
total %: 146 US IT managers
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on
behalf of Moovweb, October 2013
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Base: RWD: 63 US IT managers using responsive web design; Total
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Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on
behalf of Moovweb, October 2013
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Use Responsive Delivery For Unified
Experiences Across Touchpoints

As more and more digital delivery teams work with a
responsive design approach, we expect to see them enticed
by the benefits of supporting multiple channels and devices
with a single code base, but also somewhat frustrated with
the limits of current responsive frameworks. As a result, we
predict (and our survey shows) that development teams will
continue to experiment with different approaches in hope
that they can capture the benefits of a responsive approach
without the downsides of current frameworks. That’s the
case for the respondents in our survey — more than six in
10 viewed their current mobile strategy as sufficient for now,
but not for the future (see Figure 8). And there’s not a lot of
variation in those numbers among those that have already
adopted a responsive design approach or are using
responsive frameworks, where 56% and 69% see their
current approach more as tactics instead of strategy.

So as digital delivery teams move from tactics to strategy
over the next few years, which way are they most likely to
turn? There are several alternative options for shops to
take, but each has its downside as well. One option is to
switch to native client development for mobile and tablet
apps. Native apps increase UX functionality, but increase
the cost and time to develop, as a team must now build,
test, and maintain multiple versions of code for each device

platform. Another option for digital teams is to get involved
in development of the open source responsive frameworks
they are using, add the features they need, and contribute
them back to the project — but we find in reality that very
few digital organizations have the time, culture, or
development processes in place to become open source
committers.

A third alternative is to focus on a responsive delivery
approach. In responsive delivery, the assets of an existing
web property are transformed on the fly by a transformation
engine and then optimized for common devices. The
transformation engine is informed via a script language. A
responsive delivery approach builds on the same core
technologies that responsive web frameworks use, but
differs in a few key ways. Responsive delivery:

› Eliminates website rewrites. One of the things that lead
to cuts in scope or over-budget projects is the time it
takes to rewrite an existing website to fit responsive
framework. In contrast, a responsive delivery approach
transforms existing content on the fly.

› Integrates into web infrastructure. A responsive
framework provides value at the user interface level, but
does little to improve web infrastructure. A responsive
delivery approach integrates into infrastructure tiers, so it
can provide additional services during the transformation
process, like multivariate testing and analytics.

FIGURE 7
Responsive Framework Adopters Make Scoping Concessions On Their Test-And-Fix Efforts

Base: Native: 25 US IT managers using native languages (e.g., Objective C, etc.); RF: 35 US IT managers using a responsive framework
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Moovweb, October 2013
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› Reuses existing business logic. A responsive delivery
approach cleanly separates the front-end user interface
logic from the back-end business logic. When this
happens, all existing process logic, integrations, APIs,
user flows, eCommerce engines, and other back-end
code works exactly the same for mobile. In the process,
development teams eliminate a significant amount of work
since no mobile-specific back-end coding is required.

› Takes advantage of mobile-specific features.
Responsive web design techniques make it difficult, if not
impossible, to take advantage of mobile-specific features
like a camera or geo-location. Responsive delivery solves
this problem by offering functionality in the transformation
engine that enables mobile specific features that don’t
appear in the shared desktop stack.

› Unifies desktop, mobile, and apps. While responsive
web design and related frameworks unify desktop and
mobile, they do not provide any help with the delivery of
hybrid apps, which will continue to operate as separate
silos that are hard to keep in sync. Responsive delivery
platforms provide a way to deliver hybrid apps (native
apps that have some portion delivered as HTML inside of
web views). This maximizes code sharing across all

endpoints and mobile use cases.

› Improves device performance. Initial page load times
can be longer with responsive web design sites, as all
web content for a page is delivered to a client, and the
appropriate page layout is created on demand based on
the current browser viewport. In contrast, a responsive
delivery approach only downloads the code, logic, and
styling that make sense for a tablet or smartphone (i.e.,
portrait and landscape views of a fixed size). In addition,
integration into a transformation engine means static
content can be transformed once and cached at the
network edge.

FIGURE 8
Mobile Approaches Currently Center On Tactics Instead Of Long-Term Strategy

Base: RF: 35 US IT managers using a responsive framework; RWD: 63 US IT managers using responsive web design; Total %: 146 US IT managers
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Moovweb, October 2013
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WHEN A RESPONSIVE STRATEGY MAKES SENSE

So when should you employ a responsive strategy instead
of building native apps or using standalone HTML5? Look
for the following indicators that a responsive approach
would be a good fit:

› Required support for many devices. The more types
and sizes of devices you need to support, the better a
responsive approach works. Smartphones and tablets are
table stakes at this point, and many firms are looking to
phablets, readers, and even smart TVs and in-car
systems. A responsive approach can also be useful when
there are many devices using slightly customized variants
of the same operating system, as it’s likelier that the web
browser will remain consistent.

› Content heavy experiences. If the mobile workload that
you need to support involves a content-centric
experience, a responsive approach will work well. There
are many examples of national media sites and
eCommerce sites that successfully employ a responsive
approach to reach the broadest range of customers. And
when the content delivered is static text, images, audio, or
video then a responsive delivery approach can be
particularly successful in accelerating performance.

› Glance-able experiences. Is the workload you’re looking
to deliver something where a customer will interact with
the information for a minute or two, or a simple interaction
like booking a reservation for dinner? If so, a responsive
approach can work well. In general, the more interaction
of data entry involved, the more likely a native or hybrid
mobile app will become a better approach.

› Frequently changing information. If the information or
content you provide changes frequently, then a
responsive approach makes sense as it’s possible to
update the customer experience without having to get
approval from platform vendors to deploy through app
stores. It’s particularly important that content is easy to
update early in a project as you’re learning about what
type of engagement customers want to have through
mobile channels. This is where multivariant testing truly
shines, and a responsive delivery approach can speed
the development process significantly.

› Sensitive content. When it comes to securing
information, a responsive approach shares similar
qualities with traditional web applications. It can leverage
existing web security measures that have tested, iterated,
and patched over time to respond to emerging threats. A

responsive approach leverages the existing browser
security sandbox and extends it to the mobile browsers.
This makes it an especially useful approach when there
are concerns about leaving sensitive data on a device.

If one or more of these qualities fit your workloads, then it’s
wise to investigate a responsive delivery approach,
especially in a situation where you have a significant
amount of existing content or a large existing website.
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Key Recommendations

Forrester’s in-depth surveys with IT and business leaders on the success of their mobile projects shows that HTML5 is
top of mind for many, but that there’s also much work to be done to improve project success. An RWD approach can
be helpful when moving from tactics to strategy, but a more comprehensive approach is needed that goes beyond the
UX layer. In particular, leaders of mobile development efforts should:

› Start thinking strategically about mobile support. Over the past five years, the mobile channel has gone from
an experiment to the most important information access point for customer and employees alike. Companies
have been slow to react, first using research budgets and the discretionary budget to fund mobile projects. As a
result, most projects have employed tactical approaches and been short on follow-up and maintenance. Tactical
approaches are no longer sustainable, especially as more strategic methodologies like responsive delivery
emerge that can underpin a comprehensive enterprise-weight delivery of mobile experiences. Moving from tactics
to strategy can lead to a significant improvement in development time, cost of ownership, and the overall quality
of the mobile experience you deliver.

› Leverage existing development skills and application assets. The shortage of native platform mobile
development skills shows no signs of abating any time soon. And even if client-side UI skills were plentiful, mobile
apps that don’t integrate with existing business logic and content are of limited use. There’s considerable value in
preexisting business logic from your company’s traditional website (and other existing systems). It’s already
tested and secured, and it can be opened up to the mobile channel. Avoid duplicating these existing assets, as
creating them can add up to more than 70% of the cost of delivering a new mobile experience.

› Make HTML5 a key component of your mobile first strategy. A consensus is forming among enterprise
developers around the value that HTML5 brings to building mobile experiences. As the critical mass of
developers, designers, technologies, and techniques (such as hybrid apps) continues to build in 2014, it makes
sense to make HTML5 a key part of your mobile strategy. Doing so will ensure that your efforts support the
widest range of devices, form factors, and mobile platforms.
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Appendix A: Methodology

In this study, Forrester conducted an online survey of 146 US-based organizations to evaluate responsive web design and
its importance to omnichannel, modern applications. Survey participants included decision-makers in IT leadership roles with
responsibility for web development. Questions provided to the participants asked about their experiences with responsive
web design, including benefits and challenges. Respondents were offered a small incentive as a thank you for time spent on
the survey. The study began and was completed in October 2013.2

Appendix B: Endnotes

1 A “phablet” is a class of mobile device designed to combine or straddle the functions of a smartphone and a tablet.


